Simplifying property and asset management
through unparalleled technology, industry
foresight, thought leadership and renowned
global marketing strategy.

www.ncdevgroup.com

“...A state of the art property
management software that
automates and simplifies asset
management while improving
scalability and revenue growth.
Simply brilliant.”
Vida M.

“They allowed us to do what we
do best; invest in growth. Their
technology and guidance is a
game-changer...”
Carl P.

“Without them, we wouldn’t have
achieved our portfolio growth
goals. We trust them with our
properties.”
George S.

The results speak for themselves, and for
eight years our clients have had no
problems sharing those results. We are
NCDG, a property management company
that has created the most recognized,
complete property management software
solution available. Our attention to
detail, cutting-edge technology, renown
marketing
strategies, and industry foresight has
catapulted our properties past their
fiscal goals, maximizing returns for our
clients.

Trust your Properties with

NCDG Realty & Property Management

Technology
“$75 million worth of real estate portfolio, 1500 units under management and
200 years of successful industry experience make us the leading property
management organization in the United States”
With over $75 million in our real estate portfolio, 1,500 units under management,
and 200 collective years of successful industry experience, it´s understandable why
NCDG is the leading property management organization in United States. NCDG´s
foundation and growth are a result of following the basic tenants of good business:
hard work, ethics, leadership, attention to detail, industry foresight, and most
importantly, trusted relationships with our clients and their tenants.
And to transform these ideals into success stories and growth figures, we´ve
created a world-class technology to automate and simplify our clients´ workload.
After all, we´re in this together.
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Technology
The NCDG Control Center
A revolutionary CMS (Content Management System) that’s reinvented the way
owners and tenants interact with their properties.
People need accurate and timely

As an owner, our Online Property Control

information to make wise investment and

Center gives you immediate control over

management decisions. NCDG has

payments, balance sheets, maintenance,

created a revolutionary CMS (Content

and intricate property details. Your tenants

Management System) that´s reinvented

will have the ability to pay rent using flexible

the way owners and tenants interact with

online payment methods, submit

their properties.

maintenance tickets, and more.

Technology
Simplified, Automated Property Management
It´s our mission to ensure our clients never lose site of the forest from the trees. To do that,

we´ve simplified complexity through our proprietary CMS software, enabling all parties to
manage their responsibilities online, 24-7.

for B O ARD MEMB ERS

for T EN A NT S
Billing Statements

Immediate, Secure Access to Property
Lists

Account History

Account statements that profile unit &

Property Maintenance History & Logs

association fees, management fees,
maintenance costs, additional fees,

Real-time, Online Customer Service

legal & professional, utilities, waste

and Emergency Maintenance Requests

removal, supplies and more (in
exportable formats).
Tenant Profile, Property & Fiscal Reports
Expenditure Insight
Revenue, Profit and Loss Forecasts

Pay Now Feature
We understand you´re busy. That´s why NCDG has created a simple way for you to ensure all
payments are timely and made through your preferred method of payment. Our tenants and
owners can take care of pending rent, fees and all maintenance costs using our secure
(256-bit SSL) online payment gateway that accepts:

Accepted forms of Payment

Visa

Mastercard

Discover
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American
Express

eCheck
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Technology
Maintenance Alerts

Customer Service

SMS text message alerts, email alerts,
online maintenance submission for
tenants, licensed on-site maintenance
professionals and more.

While every deal may start with a
handshake, these relationships require
trust, satisfaction and attention in order
to prosper.

NCDG helps you manage your property

Just like you, our number one priority is

maintenance by offering a robust

the customer. All components of our

maintenance alert technology, including

revolutionary technology, experienced

SMS text message alerts, email alerts,

management team and vast suite of

online maintenance submission for tenants,

property management resources have

licensed on-site maintenance professionals

been created to help you better serve your

and more. Simply put, NCDG has you

customers and stimulate the growth of

covered from soup to nuts.

your business.

We give our client the choice to utilize their

Because although the deal may start with a

professionals, or our licensed and bonded

handshake, these relationships require

team selected for maximum effectiveness.

trust, satisfaction and attention in order to
prosper. Let NCDG provide you the tools to

Our well-trained, experienced maintenance

nurture your business relationships.

staff are familiar with the properties,
increasing their ability to implement
preventative maintenance, as well as notice
minute deteriorating elements.
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Technology
Tenant Screening

Online Billing

To insure your tenants are of the highest

NCDG exceeds at simplifying tedious tasks

caliber, we offer a complimentary in-depth

associated with portfolio, property and

tenant screening process that includes:

tenant management.

Credit Check

Our superior CMS (Content Management

Background & Criminal Offense Check

Service) allows you to pay and receive

Internet Profiling and Screening

payments in a streamlined and convenient
fashion.

Automated
Email & SMS Alerts

On Time Billing Period

Real time communication is essential to

Expect immediate payment. Instead of

keep abreast of your portfolio growth and

delayed tenant compensation, NCDG allows

property management. Our automated

you to collect billing in at the end of each month

email and SMS alerts functionality gives

increments to avoid restricted cash flow.

you immediate insight to:
In addition, all invoiced parties can remit
Maintenance Requests and Updates

payment online 24-7, using our 256 bit

Payments Balance

secure payment processing systems that

Crucial Tenant Information
Property Alerts

accept all major credit cards and e-checks.
This reduces payment friction and frees up
cash, allowing you to reinvest into the
facets of your business that matter.
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Technology
Online Inspection Reports & Full Maintenance Logs
Our Standard Home Inspection Checklist contains over 200 items that should be thoroughly
inspected in a typical home. Our trained technicians look for broken or worn out equipment,
improper construction materials, substandard workmanship, inadequate engineering design,
water leaks, moisture and mold problems and structural damage from termites, wood rot or
other wood boring insects.
All information, including the full inspection report and maintenance logs in their entirety,
are accessible online, 24-7 through your CMS (Content Management System). All files are
logged and saved in our server for complete security.

Our standard home inspection checklist
contains over 200 items for a thorough
inspection. All reports and maintainance
logs are accessible online.
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Marketing
“We have strategies to isolate your tenant demographic, engage them, and
convert them into renters, enabling you to focus on your portfolio, not tenant,
growth.”
A consistent influx of suitable, reliable tenants is the lifeblood of your business.
Without this critical component, even the most recognized property management
institutions would succumb to the competition. We recognize this, and are happy to
offer our expertise.
NCDG has created a world-class marketing portfolio with strategies to isolate your
tenant demographic, engage them, and convert them into renters. Utilizing these
sophisticated on and offline campaigns, we maximize your return on marketing
investment (ROMI) in minimal time, enabling you to focus on your portfolio, not
tenant, growth.
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Marketing
Progressive Outreach
NCDG’s impressive property revenue growth figures aren’t just a product of our
management expertise and superior technology, but also a result of our renown on and
offline marketing campaigns. Your property identity is unique to each unit, and it’s
our responsibility to convey that message to your desired audience.

Online

Offline

Our online campaigns have been
featured in New York Times, Forbes.com
and more for their impressive results.

From national newspapers to local
classifieds, we make sure your properties
reach the readers that matter most.

Utilizing leading search engines like

From automated syndication to the largest

Google.com, Yahoo.com and Bing.com,

network of national newspapers, to listing

popular social networks like Facebook.com,

inclusion in local classifieds, we make sure

and the largest real estate syndication

your properties are in front of the readers

feeds online, NCDG runs national campaigns

that matter most.

that drive results.
For the last eight years, our relationships
Our marketing teams´ campaigns have

with the largest real estate directories have

been featured in New York Times,

paid off for our clients and their tenants. Let

Forbes.com, and more, profiling their

NCDG´s proven strategies work for you.

unique approach and impressive results.
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Marketing
Optimal Demographic Fulfillment (ODF)
NCDG uses trusted in the trenches research techniques that verify the
legitimacy of your target audience, while searching within numerous
demographic groups that fit the idea of “the perfect tenant”.
Each property undergoes a rigorous tenant pairing evaluation, referred to as Optimal
Demographic Fulfillment (ODF), once a month to ensure we´re delivering the highest caliber
clients. Whether the space is residential or commercial, each tenant can single-handedly
make a difference in the success and growth of each property. Cognoscente of this fact, we
utilize an exhaustive checklist to recruit wisely.
Your search may be for young professionals, older couples, thriving businesses, or numerous
other demographic groups that fit your idea of ‘the perfect tenant´. NCDG uses trusted in the
trenches research techniques that verify the legitimacy of your target audience, while
complementing your short and long term goals.

Marketing
Quality in Quantity
Using a combination of progressive online
tenant acquisition strategies and reputation
profiling, NCDG leverages our resources to
attract quality renters in quantity. These
proprietary marketing campaigns vary
day-to-day and client to client. So, depending

Using a combination of progressive
online tenant acquisition strategies and
reputation profiling, our objective is to
acquire the optimal tenants in the least
amount of time.

on the market, the owner, the location and the
requested demographic, our marketing
approach is adaptable to meet your needs.

Although we tailor each marketing campaign
to our clients´ needs, the objective is always
the same: acquire the optimal tenants in the
least amount of time.

Trusted Management
NCDG´s CEO, John Collis, remains on the
cutting edge of real estate marketing.
Supported by a top-notch team of strategists
and advisors, John Collis has compiled a
team that totals over 75 years of traditional
and progressive real estate marketing
success.
It´s time you let NCDG take your
portfolio to the next level.
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CEO, John Collis
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Asset
Management
“Property management is our craft, and growth is our forte. With over 75
million dollars worth of Michigan, California and Ohio real estate under
our management, trust NCDG to take your portfolio to the next level.”

First Class, Automated Property Management
Property management is a complex balancing act of vendors, balance sheets,
expectations and growth assessment. A balancing act that, when executed
perfectly, can breed significant returns and fiscal rewards. The probability of
reward increases dramatically when you partner with a trusted team who combines
extensive experience in asset acquisition, portfolio performance, and industry
awareness, with the most progressive methods of growth optimization. Today´s
environment is more challenging than ever, it´s up to you to partner with a leader.
NCDG manages more than 75 million dollars of Michigan, California and Ohio real
estate. Our portfolio encompasses a variety of properties, ranging from commercial
shoppings centers and high-rise luxury buildings, to modest residential units.
Although the buildings facades and square footage may differ, their goal of
increased cash flow, minimized expense and automated service remain fixed. Our
expertise in asset value growth and minimized cost structure, even in compromised
or plateaued markets, is a true art.

Property management is our craft, and growth is our forte.
Trust NCDG to take your portfolio to the next level.
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Asset Management
Remodeling and Improvement
NCDG has emerged as one of the leading Residential and Commercial construction &
Development companies in Michigan. Our name is synonymous with high quality
industrial, office and retail projects leased to local, national and international companies.
NCDG offers a full range of in-house construction & development services.

Range of Services
Interior & Exterior Remodeling

Hardwood Flooring

Roof Service & Repairs

Roof Insulation

Home Repairs

Concrete Flooring

Kitchen Remodeling

Ceramic Tile Flooring

Bathroom Remodeling

Pool Construction
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Michigan
159 W. Pearl Street Suit #101
Jackson, MI 49201
(888) 782-2220 | (517) 796-6148

Ohio
117 S Dixie Dr STE 6A,
Vandalia,OH 45377

California
10866 Wilshire Blvd #400
Los Angeles, CA 90024

www.ncdevgroup.com

